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Abstract It is predicted by both theory and models that high-altitude clouds will occur higher in the atmosphere as a result of climate warming. This produces a positive longwave feedback and has a substantial impact on the Earth's response to warming. This effect is well established by theory, but is poorly constrained by observations, and there is large spread in the feedback strength between climate models. We use the NASA Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) to examine changes in Cloud-Top-Height (CTH). MISR uses a stereo-imaging technique to determine CTH. This approach is geometric in nature and insensitive to instrument calibration and therefore is well suited for trend analysis and studies of variability on long time scales. In this article we show that the current MISR record does have an increase in CTH for high-altitude cloud over Southern Hemisphere (SH) oceans but not over Tropical or the Northern Hemisphere (NH) oceans. We use climate model simulations to estimate when MISR might be expected to detect trends in CTH, that include the NH. The analysis suggests that according to the models used in this study MISR should detect changes over the SH ocean earlier than the NH, and if the model predictions are correct should be capable of detecting a trend over the Tropics and NH very soon (3–10 years). This result highlights the potential value of a follow-on mission to MISR, which no longer maintains a fixed equator crossing time and is unlikely to be making observations for another 10 years.

Plain Language Summary There is a feedback to climate change associated with high-altitude clouds rising higher up in the atmosphere that is predicted by physical theory to enhance warming, and is found in a wide range of models. To date, there is little observational evidence for rising high clouds. An observation of a trend in cloud-top-height (CTH) in the atmosphere would enhance our understanding of this feedback, and climate warming as a whole. This study uses the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) to examine changes in CTH. Currently the MISR observational record does show a trend in CTH over the Southern Hemisphere (SH) oceans, but does not show a trend over the Tropical or the Northern Hemisphere (NH) oceans. We use model simulations to examine how long it should take for MISR to observe trend changes in CTH that include the Tropics and NH. The models used in this study suggest that MISR should be capable of observing a trend in the next 3–10 years. MISR is unlikely to be making measurements suitable for this kind of trend analysis for another 10 years, and this highlights the value of a follow-on mission to MISR which can extend the stereo-imaging record.

1. Introduction
Clouds play an important role in the Earth's radiation budget. They simultaneously cool the Earth by reflecting shortwave sunlight, and insulate the Earth by reducing longwave emission to space. Cloud feedbacks (changes in cloud properties as a result of temperature change that in turn either enhance or diminish the temperature change) are important to understanding the future climate (Schneider, 1972; Stephens, 2005; Webb et al., 2017). Cloud feedbacks remain one of the largest causes of uncertainty (spread) in climate model projections (Soden & Held, 2006; Zelinka et al., 2020). The amplitudes and sign of many cloud feedbacks vary among climate models. One cloud feedback on which there is broad agreement, however, is that the cloud-top-height (CTH) of high clouds at all latitudes will experience an upward shift in altitude as the surface and troposphere warm. An increase in CTH with warming has been seen in climate simulations dating back to the 1980s (Hansen, 1984; Wetherald & Manabe, 1988), and remains a robust feature in modern cloud resolving models and climate model simulations (Harrop & Hartmann, 2012; Kuang & Hartmann, 2007; Zelinka et al., 2013). This effect is a well understood response to warming, explained by the Fixed Anvil Temperature (FAT) hypothesis: which asserts that the height at which high-altitude anvil clouds form is nearly fixed in temperature and is independent of surface temperature (Hartmann & Larson, 2002; Zelinka & Hartmann, 2010). Anvil temperature...
is nearly fixed because anvils form where latent heating by condensation balances clear-sky longwave radiative cooling. The vertical profile of clear-sky longwave cooling is largely controlled by the vertical distribution of water vapor. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation shows that when the atmosphere is near saturation (which on large scales is typically a good approximation), the water vapor content decreases quasi-exponentially with temperature. Consequently, at sufficiently cold temperatures, there is insufficient water vapor to significantly cool the atmosphere through thermal emission to space (as compared with the warmer and moister atmosphere below) and the rapid decrease in water vapor effectively sets a preferential temperature for the top of the longwave cooling profile (and consequently anvil cloud formation). A slightly altered version of the FAT hypothesis (known as the proportionately higher anvil temperature hypothesis or PHAT) was developed by Zelinka and Hartmann (2010), which asserts that the preferential temperature for anvil tops will warm slightly (i.e., cloud top does not remain truly fixed in temperature) because there will be larger static stability in the upper atmosphere. This results in anvil clouds rising in the atmosphere, but at a slower rate than required to remain at a constant temperature. We note the spectroscopy of water vapor (the change in opacity of water vapor with frequency and pressure that arises from the quantum mechanical properties of water vapor molecules) plays a critical role in the radiative cooling profile. Cooling is not restricted to a narrow band near the top of the water-vapor profile, but cooling is distributed throughout the depth of the troposphere and helps set this critical temperature where the longwave cooling “kinks” at around 220 K (Jeevanjee & Fueglistaler, 2020).

Rising CTH with a fixed anvil temperature creates a positive feedback on climate, because while the surface warms and longwave emission to space increases from the surface, the emission temperature of anvil cloud changes very little. So, more heat is held by the Earth system than if anvil temperatures warmed proportionally to the surface temperature. Of course, reduction in high cloud area or thickness (opacity to infrared) could offset the change in CTH, and this possibility remains a topic of considerable interest (Bony et al., 2016). Nonetheless, rising CTH creates a positive longwave feedback. We also note that while the FAT hypothesis was originally developed for tropical anvil clouds, changes in the clear-sky radiative cooling profiles are likewise expected in midlatitudes, and the theory that anvil cloud height follows the clear-sky radiative cooling profile appears to hold well in the midlatitudes (Thompson et al., 2017).

Interestingly, there has been evidence that the tropopause may increase in altitude in a way that is fixed in temperature (Seeley et al., 2019). It has long been understood that the tropopause (and associated thin clouds) will increase in height with climate change (Hu & Vallis, 2019; Vallis et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2014), but it is a relatively new result that the tropopause may be tightly linked to the temperature profile. Seeley et al. (2019) identified this behavior based on model simulations, and the physical mechanisms are yet to be established.

Regardless of the physical mechanisms responsible for rising CTH, the associated LW feedback is produced consistently in models, but it's contribution to the global energy budget varies from model to model. Thus, it is important to study and understand this positive feedback mechanism. Satellites provide a particularly advantageous position for observing cloud-top, and satellite measurements could potentially be used to evaluate or constrain model simulations of cloud-top-height.

To date there is little evidence in the observational record for increasing cloud-top-height of high cloud. Norris et al. (2016) used the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and Extended Pathfinder Atmospheres (PATMOS) infrared satellite records to examine how zonally averaged cloud profiles have changed between the decades of the 1980s and the 2000s. Norris et al. (2016) found that the ISCCP and PATMOS zonal mean cloud amounts increased in the 50–180 hPa interval and decreased in the 180–310 interval during the period 1983–2009 in the tropics, which is consistent with a rise in the tops of the highest clouds. However, no estimate of the rate of CTH increase was made. Further, the reliability of the ISCCP/PATMOS satellite record is a concern, as the ISCCP/PATMOS record uses many satellites/sensors whose number and position have changed over time, and in general are not calibrated consistently. The infrared retrieval technique for CTH is sensitive to changes in cloud emissivity, view angles, and calibration (Rossow et al., 1993). More recently, Saint-Lu et al. (2020) used a decade-long observational record from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (hereafter CALIPSO) to show that anvil clouds form higher in the atmosphere (and decrease in coverage) during warm periods on interannual timescales. Nonetheless, there remains a strong need to understand and quantify CTH trends.
There have been a small number of studies which use satellite simulators embedded into climate models to determine when we will be capable of constraining the rate of rising CTH (and thus the associated feedback) (Chepfer et al., 2014, 2018; Takahashi et al., 2019). Two such studies, Chepfer et al. (2014, 2018) (hereafter C18, and C14) made use of a CALIPSO simulator in AMIP (Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project) and AMIP+4K simulations to estimate how long of a CALIPSO record might be required to observe trends in CTH. C14 focused on tropical high clouds (but also looked at other regions), and used a linear assumption of global warming from the current temperatures to a +4K world over a 100 year period. They found that the CALIPSO record would need to be 15–30 years past the start of the model simulation (2008) to detect a climate trend. Based on output from two climate models, C18 found that a 27-year data record would be needed to distinguish differences in the rate of change in CTH between the two models with 70% confidence. Takahashi et al. (2019) (hereafter T19) used a fully coupled simulation from CESM1 (Community Earth System Model version 1) running the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 scenario with 8.5 W/m² of radiative forcing at 2100 (RCP 8.5), to determine when CloudSat (or a similar spaceborne radar) would be capable of observing a climate trend in CTH. This simulation included output from the COSP Quickbeam radar simulator (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2011). They forecast that a confident (95%) detection based on CloudSat would occur in the mid to late 2020s and would be first detected at latitudes between 20° and 60° in each hemisphere.

Here we undertake a similar analysis to T19 to determine when rising CTH will be detectable with high confidence, but focus on detectability based on CTH from a stereo-imaging technique, which follows that used by the Multi-angle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) instrument (Marchand et al., 2007). In doing so we make extensive use of MISR simulator output (Marchand & Ackerman, 2010; Swales et al., 2018). The stereo-imaging technique employed by MISR uses nine cameras to collect images of the Earth from nine different view angles as the satellite moves along a sun synchronous orbit (Diner et al., 1998). MISR determines cloud-top-height (CTH) using stereo-image parallax, a geometric calculation which is independent of image calibration (Marchand & Ackerman, 2010; Marchand et al., 2007; Moroney et al., 2002).

MISR CTH retrievals have been compared to heights obtained from ground-based and spaceborne radar and lidar and were found to produce very reliable cloud-top-height measurements for cloud with optical depth greater than 0.3 (Hillman et al., 2017; Marchand et al., 2007). Knowing this, and that MISR has a relatively long continuous data record (roughly 20 years), it is clear that MISR is a good candidate for detecting and quantifying any climate trend in CTH.

Our analysis is largely based on output from two climate models running the fifth Shared Socio-economic Pathway with 8.5 W/m² of forcing at 2100 (SSP5-8.5) simulation, specifically we use output from the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2) and the latest climate model from Institute Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL-CM6A-LR). We also extrapolate results based on a larger collection of models that have run the MISR simulator in AMIP simulations, which are simulations performed using atmospheric models with prescribed sea-surface temperature (SST) to match with the historical record. Synthetic climate warming projections are made using the SSP5-8.5 scenario temperature outputs and AMIP MISR simulator profiles, assuming the MISR CTH will increase at a rate following the FAT hypothesis.

In this article, the data and methods used for the CTH trend emergence analysis are described in Section 2, which is followed in Section 3 by the time of emergence results for CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR. Section 4 is dedicated to determining how the rising CTH in these models compares to a rate that would be predicted by the FAT hypothesis, after which in Section 5 we use the FAT hypothesis to synthesize how a larger multi-model ensemble might behave, and how CTH trend emergence is different in models with different warming rates. Finally, Section 6 summarizes results and presents the main conclusions.

2. Data and Methods

MISR is aboard the Terra satellite, which is in a sun synchronous orbit with an equator crossing time of about 10:30 a.m. The instrument consists of nine cameras which view the Earth at nine different angels: nadir plus 26.1, 45.6, 60.0, and 70.5 degrees forward and aft along the direction of flight. Radiance measurements (images) are collected in four narrow spectral bands centered at 443, 555, 670, and 865 nm with a horizontal grid spacing of 275 m to 1.1 km depending on the camera and wavelength (Diner et al., 1998). The MISR CTH-OD data set used in this study is based on stereo heights derived on a 1.1 km grid (using image matching techniques) and optical
depths retrieved from the observed visible radiances assuming a single layer one-dimensional cloud with a fixed effective radius and no aerosols (Marchand et al., 2010). This study uses version 7 (V7) of the MISR cloud-top-heights optical depth (CTH-OD) product. V7 includes updates to the MISR stereo-retrieval algorithm which have more accurate corrections for cloud horizontal motion based on an updated wind-retrieval algorithm. Details on the updated wind-retrieval algorithm are described by Mueller et al. (2017).

As was found by Marchand (2013), Davies et al. (2017), and will be shown in Section 3, examination of MISR derived cloud-top-heights do not reveal any trends in globally averaged or tropical CTH (although it does now show statistically significant trends in the Southern Hemisphere). This is not a surprise, because as will be shown later, the size of the expected change in CTH to date is small relative to internal variability, and a primary objective of our analysis is to determine when model predicted changes could be detected with high confidence. The MISR simulator, hereafter referred to as MISR-COSP (because it is part of the Cloud feedback model intercomparison project Observation Simulator Package (COSP) that is being run by many modeling centers) is used to produce a MISR-like cloud field that is consistent with the treatment of radiation in each model (Swales et al., 2018). Details on the MISR simulator can be found in Marchand et al. (2010) and Marchand and Ackerman (2010) with evaluation of both MISR observations and MISR-COSP output against CloudSat and CALIPSO (radar and lidar) given by Hillman et al. (2017). Currently the MISR CTH-OD data set is only generated over ocean, and for comparison MISR-COSP output is restricted to oceans. Similarly, the MISR-COSP only records cloud in the portion of the globe that is sunlit, because MISR is only capable of observing cloud on the daytime portion of its orbit.

We examine trend detectability in the context of model simulations based on the fifth Shared Socioeconomic Pathway scenario with 8.5 W/m² of radiative forcing (SSP5-8.5; O’Neill et al., 2016). In this simulation CO₂ and aerosol emissions are set based on observations from 1850 to 2015 before being allowed to increase until the end of the simulation at 2100. The increase in emissions represents a future with unmitigated emissions, and the implications of this are discussed in the concluding material. As part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6 (CMIP6), two modeling centers produced MISR-COSP outputs for SSP5-8.5 simulations, specifically, data is available from the CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR models. Hereafter the IPSL-CM6A-LR model simulation will be identified as simply IPSL. The SSP5-8.5 simulation is initialized from the historical run. Thus, we concatenate the SSP5-8.5 simulation output onto the historical simulation output to create model time series that begin in 2000 and continue past 2015 and into the future based on projected emissions.

In addition, several models have run the MISR-COSP simulator as a part of the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP), which are atmosphere only model simulations that have sea-surface temperatures prescribed to closely match the historical temperatures from 1979 to the near present (Gates et al., 1999). Many such models did not generate MISR-COSP output for their SSP5-8.5 simulations. In the analysis we use the MISR-COSP output from the AMIP run in conjunction with the SSP5-8.5 simulated temperature and geopotential profiles to examine CTH detection under the assumption of a FAT-like increase in CTH in these models. Specifically, synthetic MISR projections are produced for CESM2 and IPSL (for comparison with direct MISR simulator output), as well as MRI-ESM2-0, CanESM5, CNRM-CM6-1, CNRM-ESM2-1, and BCC-CSM2-MR. Primary references for each of these models is given in Table 1. In the following analysis, these data are first deseasonalized (by subtracting the mean seasonal cycle from the full length of each data set).

The model AMIP output used here are available for download through the ESGF CMIP6 database (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/cmip6/) and MISR observation data are available from the NASA Langley archive (http://asdc.larc.nasa.gov/project/MISR/). The SSP5-8.5 simulation with the MISR-COSP simulator was performed as an independent run by each modeling center, and is available at: https://atmos.uw.edu/~roj/MISR_observations/.

2.1. The Weighted Cloud Top Height (WCTH) Metric

MISR and the MISR simulator parse cloud occurrence into a fixed set of CTH and (total column) optical depth bins. To assess a trend in CTH, we calculate a cloud-fraction weighted average CTH (WCTH) from the histogram data as given below in Equation 1. Here we define high clouds as those above 9 km in the tropics (between −20° and 20° latitude), above 7 km in the sub tropics (±20° to ±40° latitude), and above 5 km for all latitudes poleward of ±40° in both hemispheres. The MISR histogram is first integrated over (some desired range of) optical depth to obtain the cloud occurrence (CF) associated with each MISR height bin (with height CTH).
The WCTH describes the average height of high clouds, when a high cloud is present, and is independent of the total amount of high cloud (and is conceptually similar to the weighted cloud height (WCH) metric from T19). The altitude thresholds chosen above align with bin boundaries used in the MISR histogram and capture the peak in high-cloud occurrence (Aerenson, 2021; Marchand et al., 2010), and are high enough to avoid issues related to mid-level clouds. Specifically, the rate of change of the CTH of mid-level clouds may not be the same as high clouds, and at a practical level, clouds crossing the threshold – whether it is low-level clouds shifting into mid-levels or mid-level clouds into high-levels can create artifacts in the WCTH metric. The thresholds were hand-selected by manually examining the changes in the MISR histograms and selecting the lowest CTH boundaries that avoid the upward motion of mid-level clouds. For the time window examined here (less than 100 years simulated) the hand-selected static thresholds work well, but could become a problem in longer simulations where further warming could cause mid-level clouds to rise past the current thresholds. In the analysis WCTH is calculated over various bands of latitude, and different regions are examined in an effort to determine where MISR will first be able to observe a climate trend as temperature may increase at different rates in different regions, which may lead to different times of emergence.

Of course, not all high cloud are anvils or are related to anvils, which is the focus of the FAT hypothesis. Except where otherwise stated, the WCTH is calculated using all clouds that are observed by MISR (with OD > 0.3), and the WCTH metric is certainly influenced by what is and what is not detected. In the Tropical Western Pacific for example, optically thin cirrus (typically subvisual cirrus with an optical depth less than 0.3) are ubiquitous near the tropopause (in the tropical transition layer). But high clouds with an optical depth below 0.3 are rarely detected by MISR (Marchand et al., 2007, 2010; Mitra et al., 2021) and are not included in the WCTH statistic. Likewise, where optically thin upper level clouds (optical depths greater than 0.3 but less than about 1–2) overlap lower level clouds, the MISR stereo-retrieval will often retrieve the CTH of the lower cloud rather than the upper cloud. While not shown in this manuscript, we find that the optically thin high clouds that are detected by MISR have a similar trend in WCTH to that for optically thicker clouds. This suggests the tendency to detect low-level cloud top in this multilayer situation is not likely to affect the trend analysis. Even for optically thick high cloud, the MISR cloud top is not located at cloud top as is typically estimated from spaceborne lidar, as has been recently quantified by Mitra et al. (2021). Rather it tends to be located near the altitude where the cloud optical depth reaches one. This mean penetration depth (for high altitude ice clouds) is comparable or larger than the predicted change in WCTH (which is given in the next section). Any constant offset in CTH is not important to the trend analysis, but in principle, changes in the vertical shape of cloud condensate profiles (within a given optical depth category) could act to change the mean penetration depth up or down and thereby affect the MISR and MISR simulated WCTH trends. The MISR simulator does extract from the model the altitude where optical depth equals one (Hillman et al., 2017), and nominally would capture changes in penetration depth to the degree this is predicted by the model.
2.2. Variability of WCTH in Models and Observations

Determining the time of emergence (TOE) means finding the time at which a true change (in the present case an increase in CTH) can be differentiated with confidence from apparent changes that might arise from random fluctuations due to internal variability, measurement error, or sampling. Thus, to estimate TOE for the MISR observations based on model simulations, we want the model simulations to realistically represent both the climate trend change (the signal) and the variability (the noise).

The top row of Figure 1 shows the zonal mean standard deviation of WCTH for both models and the MISR observations. Here the results have been calculated using a 4° grid and are based on monthly data over the period from April 2000–2015, and are deseasonalized before the standard deviation is calculated.
April 2000–2015, which are the years that overlap the portion of the model simulation forced with historical emissions and the observational record. The data is deseasonalized by subtracting the mean seasonal cycle before the standard deviation is calculated. Overall, the observations have larger variability in WCTH over most of the subtropics and midlatitudes than both models. However, in the tropics (between −20° and 20°) CESM2 appears to have greater variability than the observations, while IPSL has slightly less variability.

We note that the MISR simulator acts as if it sees the entire globe at once, while in reality MISR can only see a narrow swath below the satellite at any given time. MISR completes roughly 15 orbits each day, sampling a different set of longitudes in each orbit. Even if each day constitutes only three to four independent samples, over the course of the month this would be equivalent to having 100 or more independent samples. To a good approximation (see Supporting Information) the increase in the standard deviation in the monthly WCTH measured by MISR due to sampling is given by \( \sigma_{\text{internal}} / \sqrt{2 \times n_{\text{eff}} - 2} \), where \( \sigma_{\text{internal}} \) is the standard deviation of the internal variability in WCTH and \( n_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective number of independent samples collected by MISR. This suggests the increase in observed variability resulting from the MISR sampling would be less than 10%. The differences in the top panel of Figure 1 are much greater than 10% (at most latitudes) and we conclude that the differences in WCTH standard deviation seen in Figure 1 are likely a result of differences in internal variability (between models and between the models and reality) and not a sampling effect.

In later analysis the data is separated into the different MISR optical depth ranges. The standard deviation of WCTH separated by latitude and optical depth is shown in the bottom row of Figure 1 for the models and observations (again calculated for the historical period). The latitudinal variability seen in the top panel in Figure 1 is also clear in the bottom plots as well, but with the additional detail of seeing how variability changes with optical depth. In the MISR observations the high variability in the northern hemisphere poleward of 40° occurs at all optical depths, however there is relatively lower variability between 9.4 and 23, which is the most heavily occupied optical depth category in this region. The magnitude of the variance is much lower in the SH poleward of 40° (compared to NH), but with the optical depth dependence (lowest variability between 9.4 and 23) being the same.

We note that at all latitudes the variability of WCTH in the lowest optical depth range (OD < 0.3) is very large in the MISR observations and these data are not trustworthy. MISR does not typically or consistently detect clouds with optical depths less than 0.3 (Hillman et al., 2017; Marchand et al., 2010), and the MISR simulator assumes that all high clouds with optical depth less than 0.3 will not be detected (Marchand & Ackerman, 2010). Consequently, clouds with an optical depth below 0.3 are not used in the subsequent analysis. There is also substantially higher variance in the MISR observations at latitudes poleward of ±60° that is related to low solar zenith angles and a lack of direct sunlight in the winter months, and we restrict the analysis to latitudes equatorward of ±60°.

Surrounding the equator (−10° to 10°) there are fairly small differences in the MISR observed variability at different optical depths. Both models show greater dependence on optical depth along the equator (−10° to 10°). CESM2 has larger variability (than observations) at optical depths greater than 3.6 and IPSL has lower variability (than observations) for optical depths between 1.3 and 23. In the subtropics (20°–40° in both hemispheres) there is generally greater variability than in the tropics at virtually all optical depths for the MISR observations as well as the models. CESM2 shows a much higher variability for cloud with optical depth greater than 9.4, which is not seen in the observations or IPSL. Generally, IPSL shows less variability than the observations for optical depths greater than 1.3 at all latitudes. As noted in the top row of Figure 1 the models produce much less variability in the northern hemisphere midlatitudes and the southern hemisphere subtropics than is seen in observations.

### 2.3. Calculating Time of Emergence (TOE)

The WCTH metric is used to determine when MISR would be able to detect a change in CTH with a high degree of confidence, if high cloud CTH increases as predicted by the climate models. Timeseries of WCTH are constructed for various latitude bands by first taking the equal-area average of the histogram counts over the region in question in each month (equal-area meaning the histogram in each fixed latitude-longitude grid-cell is weighted by the cosine of latitude and includes only grid-cells over ocean). WCTH is then calculated from each monthly histogram using the approach described in Section 2.1. The MISR histogram provides cloud occurrence such that the sum of the component values gives the total cloud fraction, and therefore summing the histograms over the target region yields a WCTH that is weighted by the high cloud occurrence in the model grid cells (latitude, longitude bins).
The seasonal cycle is removed from the WCTH timeseries by subtracting the mean value at each month of the year (averaged over every year along the timeseries starting from April of 2000 to the end of the year 2045) from the initial WCTH timeseries. Then the total mean over all months is added back to restore the timeseries to the correct mean state. After which, the time of emergence (TOE) is obtained as the point in time when a pair of statistics, the slope and ∆mean (described below and shown in Figure 2), are both nonzero to 95% confidence and remain nonzero for the remaining duration of the timeseries.

The slope statistic is defined as the slope of a least squares linear regression line. The ∆mean statistic is defined as the difference between the mean value calculated over the second half of the time series minus that averaged over the first half of the timeseries. Each statistic is calculated at each year along the WCTH timeseries. This is done starting at the year 2010 and ending at the year 2045, which is well past the TOE for every region and model simulation. So, for every year, both statistics are calculated from the timeseries starting in April of 2000 (the start of MISR retrievals) and ending on the year in question. The process of calculating the statistics along each year of the timeseries is illustrated in Figure 2.

At each year 95% confidence intervals are calculated for each statistic using a moving-blocks bootstrap technique, which is a resampling scheme that is designed to be used with autocorrelated data. By resampling over a specific sized block of data, the effect of any autocorrelation on time scales shorter than the block length is included in the confidence interval calculation. A detailed description of the method is given by Wilks (1997). An examination of the autocorrelation of the WCTH timeseries is provided in the Supporting Information. Based on this examination, a block length of 24 months was selected as it captures well over 75% of the correlation. The resampling is performed (with replacement) 5,000 times, and then the 1-tailed 95% confidence limit is calculated from the resampled distribution.

This analysis is conservative in that for TOE to be designated, both the ∆mean and slope statistics are required to remain nonzero to 95% confidence for the remainder of the model simulation. Of course, in application one doesn't know the future so the “remainder” isn’t known. However, we find it to be rare for both of our metrics to be triggered with significance and even one test statistic to lose significance later in the simulation. When that did occur, the loss-of-significance was delayed by no more than 2 years.

2.4. Scaling of Model CTH Variability to Match Observations

It was found in Section 2.2 that in many regions there is greater variability in the observational record than is produced in the models running the MISR simulator. It is essential to represent the variability that MISR observes accurately to calculate a realistic time of emergence for a trend in WCTH. Consequently, we increase the variance in the simulated time series as follows, in which the time series of WCTH is treated as the sum of a forced and random term:

\[
WCTH^{\text{MISR}}(t, \varphi) = WCTH^{\text{true}}_{\text{forced}}(t, \varphi) + \partial WCTH^{\text{MISR}}_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)
\]  

(2a)

and

\[
WCTH^{\text{Model}}(t, \varphi) = WCTH^{\text{model}}_{\text{forced}}(t, \varphi) + \partial WCTH^{\text{Model}}_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)
\]  

(2b)

where \(\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}\) is a random variable representing the variability of the WCTH, and \(WCTH^{\text{forced}}\) is the forced response at some time and taken over some set of model grid-cells denoted by \(\varphi\). Ideally \(\partial WCTH^{\text{MISR}}(t, \varphi)\) would be well represented by \(\partial WCTH^{\text{Model}}(t, \varphi)\), however this was not found to be the case in Section 2.2 where the
variability in the models was found not to match well with the observations during the historical period (2001–2015). Thus, a linear approach is taken to matching the observed and simulated variabilities.

\[
WCTH_{\text{model}}(t, \varphi) = WCTH_{\text{forced}}(t, \varphi) + R(\varphi) \cdot \partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)
\]

(3a)

where

\[
\text{std}[\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)] = R(\varphi) \cdot \text{std}[\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)]
\]

(3b)

\[
\text{std}[\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)] = R(\varphi) \cdot \text{std}[\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)]
\]

where \(R(\varphi)\) is a constant (in time) that we refer to as the scaling factor. We determine the scaling factor by finding the ratio of the observed and modeled variability during the historical period. More specifically, the scaling factor is calculated by first removing any linear trend from the WCTH timeseries for both the observations and the model simulations. After this trend removal, the standard deviation is calculated from each timeseries, and \(R(\varphi)\) is calculated as the ratio of the observed standard deviation to the modeled standard deviation using only the historical period. To produce a conservative estimate for TOE, the regions where the variability is greater in the models than the observations are left unchanged. That is, we calculate \(R(\varphi)\) as:

\[
R(\varphi) = \frac{\text{std}[\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)]}{\text{std}[\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)]}
\]

(4a)

\[
\text{if } R(\varphi) < 1, \quad \text{then } R(\varphi) = 1
\]

(4b)

where \(t_{\text{obs}}\) spans from April 2000–2015.

It is important to note that this method does allow for the variability to change in time. The standard deviation is not forced to match the observed standard deviation for the entire run; rather the standard deviation of the entire run is scaled up by a constant factor so that the standard deviation matches observations during the historical period, and the variability after 2015 can be different from the historical period. After this technique is applied to the data, the time of emergence analysis, as described in Section 2.3, is performed on the WCTH time series to determine TOE.

On a minor note, we also examined an additive model for increasing the variability:

\[
\text{std}[\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)] = \text{std}[\partial WCTH_{\text{var}}(t, \varphi)] + C(\varphi)
\]

(5)

where \(C(\varphi)\) is a constant additive factor. The scaling and additive methods result in nearly identical TOE, and so only the multiplicative scaling is presented here. But a detailed description of the additive approach is available in the thesis that accompanies this work (Aerenson, 2021).

3. Time of Emergence (TOE) Results for CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR

The methods described in Section 2 were applied to outputs from CESM2 and IPSL SSP5-8.5 simulations to predict when MISR should be capable of detecting a trend in cloud-top-height. The trend analysis is carried out over various regions and latitude bands, both with and without the variance adjustment described in Section 2.4. In Figure 3 the timeseries of WCTH is shown for the Northern midlatitudes, as well as the timeseries of the \(\Delta\text{mean}\) and slope statistics, with their 95% confidence intervals. The left and right columns show the results without and with the variance scaling respectively. The top panels show the observed and model WCTH time series. Comparing the model WCTH time series between the top left and right panels (orange and blue lines) shows how variance scaling has substantially increased the variability in the model WCTH time series. Also, the observed WCTH (black line) is greater than the WCTH calculated from the models, with the observed WCTH being above 8 km while the model WCTH are generally below 8 km. The models have a variety of biases with respect to the observations, including the WCTH. We provide a brief examination of model biases in the Supporting Information S1 (Text S1, Figures S1 and S2), and will discuss the topic further in the concluding section.

The lower two rows of plots show the two statistics used to determine TOE. Here the colored lines are the slope (middle panels) and \(\Delta\text{mean}\) statistic (bottom panels) calculated for the time series made from the time of the earliest of MISR observation (April 2000) and ending in each year from 2010 to 2045. The shading indicates the 95% confidence limits, which were found using the moving block bootstrap technique, described in Section 2.3.
As one expects, the shaded region in the right panels is wider, because of the scaled-up variability. The TOE is defined as the time when the confidence intervals of both statistics exceed zero, and remain above zero until the end of the simulation. The TOE date for each statistic is marked by an X or a triangle for CESM2 and IPSL respectively. The black dot and bars show the statistics and 95% confidence intervals for the current MISR observational record, ending in June of 2020.

The overall TOE is determined by finding the point at which both statistics are significant. When the variance scaling is not applied to the analysis, TOE occurs at 2020 in CESM2, and at 2022 in IPSL, and the TOE is delayed.
by the variance scaling, so that when the variability is forced to match the observations, both models predict TOE at 2024.

The timeseries of WCTH (calculated as described in Section 2.3) for four additional latitude bands and “globally” for all oceans between −60° and 60° latitude are shown in Figure 4, with slope and Δmean statistics in Figure 5. The “global” average is found by averaging results for the five zonal latitude bands, each weighted by the area covered by ocean in each latitude range. Here only results with variance scaling are shown.

In the tropics (third panel of Figure 4) both models display variations in WCTH that are correlated on longer scales than at other latitudes. This is due to the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Both models initially begin with a similar upward trend in WCTH, but after 2035 the WCTH in IPSL increases more rapidly than CESM2 in the tropics. We discuss this large change further in Section 4, but as we will see momentarily it is not important for the estimated TOE, as the increase in CTH becomes detectable in both models before 2025. Overall, the two models behave much more similarly to each other in the subtropics and midlatitudes than in the tropics.

Figure 5 shows how the slope and Δmean statistics change during the simulation and their accompanying 95% confidence intervals. As with Figure 4, the results shown in Figure 5 do have the variance scaling applied. The results of the TOE calculation, with and without variance scaling, are given in Table 2. Overall, Figure 5 shows a similar pattern of WCTH increase in each model simulation, despite the climatological (base state) differences between the models. The rate of WCTH increase is typically slightly greater for IPSL than it is for CESM2, but the difference is small, and is well within the 95% confidence intervals for all regions. Both models predict that MISR should be capable of observing a trend in CTH in all latitude bands by 2024, and in the global mean before 2023. For the most part the models are in agreement within a 2-year range. The variance scaling does matter, and delays the detection as much as 4 years, depending on the model and the latitude band, and is most significant in the Northern Hemisphere, where variability of observed WCTH is larger than that simulated by the models.

With variance scaling, TOE is earlier in the SH than the NH, and the model results suggest that MISR observations (which currently extend through June of 2020) should have detected, or be close to detecting a change in the SH. Indeed, the observation results in Figure 5 (the black dot and bar) show that MISR has observed an increase in CTH that slightly or nearly exceed the 95% confidence for a non-zero change in the SH, suggesting that there has been a statistically significant increase in CTH. However, analysis by Geiss and Marchand (2019) suggest that MISR changes in SH may be an El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) signal rather than a broad increase in CTH. In the global mean, the CESM2 simulation also suggests that MISR should have detected (or be very close to detecting) a global trend, which it has not. This will be discussed further in the concluding section.

To this point all analysis has been performed on the full optical depth range that is confidently detected by MISR (greater than 0.3). We would like to understand if there are preferential optical depths and narrower latitudes where early trend emergence may occur. In Figure 6, the same TOE analysis is performed on WCTH calculated on smaller latitude ranges and at specific optical depths to understand the zonal and optical depth structure of the TOE. Variance scaling is applied, with scale factors calculated for each latitude and optical depth range. Narrowing the analysis to smaller latitude and optical depth ranges largely produces later TOE than the broad ranges shown in Table 2. The few latitudes and optical depth ranges where TOE is earlier than those given in Table 2 are marked with white text. There is only 1 such range for CESM2, and only 4 for IPSL. With 84 total latitude and optical depth bins occupied, and a 95% confidence threshold, one expects by random chance that a few bins would result in an early TOE (and these few earlier detections would not pass a field significance test). In general, the CESM2 and IPSL models produce very different structure of TOE in latitude and optical depth and there is no clear pattern in optical depth that results in earlier detection. While not presented here, in the accompanying thesis work (Aerenson, 2021) we did examine other approaches to improve TOE by preferentially selecting longitudinal regions or optical depth ranges with relatively low observational variance and found this had little or no benefit relative to using full (over ocean) averages of fairly wide (at least 20°) latitudinal bands. And while MISR observations have not been processed over land (owing to difficulties in the retrieval optical depth over land), we found little advantage to focusing on CTH over land in the models, except in the NH midlatitudes where TOE was improved by 2 or 4 years, in CESM2 and IPSL respectively. Based on these limited data, we conclude that the most effective way to detect trends in CTH is through broadly averaged zonal means.
Figure 4.
4. Consistency of Rising WCTH With the FAT Hypothesis

As described in the background material, the FAT hypothesis asserts that the CTH of high clouds will remain at a nearly fixed temperature. This section asks whether the change in CTH seen in the models is consistent with this hypothesis.

To do this, the WCTH calculated from the model output is compared with two forms of synthetic WCTH that are calculated assuming a perfect FAT response in CTH, as well as in a perfect Fixed-Anvil-Pressure (FAP) response. The FAP response can be viewed as the climate response where anvils do not rise in the atmosphere, such that in the FAP response the anvil cloud would remain at the same pressure, and warm at the same rate as the surrounding atmosphere. The synthetic WCTH that follows a perfect FAT response is calculated by first averaging the temperature profile in the cloudy part of each region. This is done by calculating the cloud-fraction-weighted average of the temperature profile over the region of interest:

\[
T(z_{\text{model}}, t) = \frac{\sum_{\text{lat}, \text{lon}} (ta(z_{\text{model}}, \text{lat}, \text{lon}, t) \times \sum_{z > z_{\text{thresh}}} CF_z(z_{\text{model}}, \text{lat}, \text{lon}, t))}{\sum_{z > z_{\text{thresh}}, \text{lat}, \text{lon}} (CF_z(z_{\text{model}}, \text{lat}, \text{lon}, t))}
\]

(6)

where \(ta\) is the model’s temperature profile on its native height grid, where \(z_{\text{model}}\) represents a level on that model’s height grid, \(CF_z\) is the MISR high cloud fraction at each grid level (found by summing MISR CTH-OD histogram components at all optical depths), averaged over the observational period 2001–2015, the subscript \([-\)\(z\)] represents the discrete heights of the MISR CTH-OD histogram, and \(T(z_{\text{model}}, t)\) is the resulting average temperature profile of the cloudy-sky portion of the region of interest. This profile is then interpolated to match the vertical spacing of the MISR CTH retrievals, so \(T(z_{\text{model}}, t)\) is averaged over the observational period and linearly interpolated on to the MISR vertical grid denoted below as \(T_s\), and this is used to calculate the weighted cloud-top-temperature (WCTT) for the MISR profiles in a similar way to the WCTH for the observational period as:

\[
\text{WCTT}(t) = \frac{\sum_{z > z_{\text{thresh}}} (T_s(t) \times CF_z(t))}{\sum_{z > z_{\text{thresh}}} (CF_z(t))}
\]

(7)

Finally, the FAT WCTH is calculated by assuming WCTT remains constant over time. Specifically, the FAT WCTH is taken as the altitude where \(T(z_{\text{model}}, t)\) matches WCTT from the historical period, found via linear interpolation between the levels of \(T(z_{\text{model}}, t)\). We stress the FAT WCTH is calculated from the historical cloud profile, and simulated future temperature profiles, and this method does not account for any possible changes in cloud vertical profiles caused by warming (other than shifting upwards), which might occur because of changes in global circulation patterns or local dynamical or thermodynamic effects including those related to stability consideration. We introduce this metric only to contextualize the simulated WCTH results from fully coupled CESM2 and IPSL simulations.

The FAP WCTH is calculated using the same method as the FAT WCTH, except the pressure profile rather than the temperature profile is used, so that FAP WCTH is equivalent to assuming clouds remain at a constant pressure with warming.

The results of the FAT and FAP calculations are shown in Figure 7 along with the WCTH calculated directly from the MISR simulator output for the CESM2 and IPSL models which ran the SSP5-8.5 scenario with the MISR simulator. The results are shown for the tropics (top panels) and Northern Hemisphere subtrropicals (middle panels) and midlatitudes (bottom two panels). Results for the Southern Hemisphere are not shown, but are characteristically similar. A confirmation of the FAT hypothesis would appear as the directly simulated WCTH (blue/orange lines) increasing at the same rate as the WCTH calculated with a fixed temperature profile (green line, labeled FAT). In the subtrropicals and midlatitudes, the WCTH of both CESM2 and IPSL WCTH increases slightly slower than FAT, but faster than the FAP WCTH, and is consistent with the behavior predicted by the PHAT hypothesis that the rate of rising anvils would be suppressed by increasing static stability in the upper troposphere (Zelinka & Hartmann, 2010).

Figure 4. Deseasonalized timeseries of weighted cloud top height, calculated with all cloud with OD > 0.3, averaged over tropics, subtropics and midlatitudes, as well as global mean. The observations are shown alongside the model output with the variance scaling applied.
Figure 5. Plots of the same format as the bottom two rows of Figure 2 but shown over the other remaining regions. Right column is the slope statistic at each latitude range, left column is the Δmean statistic. The plots shown do include the variance scaling.
The situation is more complicated in the tropics of the IPSL model. In IPSL, the WCTH increases at a rate faster than is suggested by FAT. More specifically, the increase in WCTH is much faster between 2030 and 2050, but then slows down at 2050 such that by the end of the century WCTH has increased by the same amount as the FAT projection. This response is examined in detail in the Supporting Information S1 (Text S3 and Figure S5) as well as the accompanying thesis (Aerenson, 2021), and is an artifact of the MISR discretization that arises when the vertical distribution of high cloud occurrence is narrow compared with the size of the discrete MISR CTH categories (which is 2 km in the upper troposphere). The artifact does not appear in the CESM2 results because the vertical distribution of high clouds is wider than in IPSL, and compares better with the observed distribution.

In spite of the discretization problems, the increase in CTH based on the assumption that the FAT hypothesis appears to be a reasonably good approximation, at least for the period up to 2040, though we expect the FAT assumption will result in a somewhat earlier than true TOE. We exploit this in the next section to extrapolate or create synthetic WCTH timeseries for several additional models that ran the MISR simulator during AMIP simulations, but did not run the MISR simulator during their SSP5-8.5 simulations in order to gauge the spread in TOE one might expect from a larger set of models.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Time of Emergence calculation is performed on zonal mean weighted cloud top height calculated on a 10-degree grid, for each individual optical depth bin with the variance scaling applied. Results of such calculations are shown as the pixel coloring and the overlaid numbering. The numbers all represent years in the 21st century, white pixels show regions where there is insufficient cloud to perform the time of emergence (TOE) calculation which is defined as more than one tenth of the months having no cloud in that given category. White numbers indicate pixels corresponding to TOE earlier than the broad zonal mean value given in Table 2.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variance Method</th>
<th>CESM2</th>
<th>IPSL-CM6A-LR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model's Variance</td>
<td>With Variance Scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH midlatitudes</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH subtropics</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropics</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH subtropics</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH midlatitudes</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7. Weighted cloud top height (WCTH) is shown for each model alongside the synthetic WCTH that is calculated assuming a perfectly Fixed Anvil Temperature condition and Fixed-Anvil-Pressure condition. Timeseries are shown for the tropics and both Northern Hemisphere regions, and are extended to include the entire 21st century. The seasonal cycle is removed via a 25-year running average so that any change in the seasonal cycle (which can occur when viewing the full 100 year simulation as opposed to the previous figures only concerned with the first 45 years) does not impact the timeseries shown.
5. Synthesized WCTH Forecast Using AMIP Runs and the FAT Hypothesis

As discussed in Section 2.2, the detection of change in CTH can be viewed as a signal to noise problem. In the analysis presented in Section 3, the signal was based on output from two models, CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR, which ran the MISR simulator as part of their SSP5-8.5 simulations. However, both IPSL-CM6A-LR and CESM2 warm quickly relative to other climate models and have above-average Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS): CESM2 has an ECS of 5.2 K per doubling CO\(_2\) and IPSL-CM6A-LR has an ECS of 4.6 K per doubling CO\(_2\) (Meehl et al., 2020). One presumes the TOE would occur later if warming occurs more slowly, and in general there is likely to be some variability (spread) in the rate of CTH increase between models per degree of increase in surface temperature. To investigate these possibilities, we synthesize WCTH timeseries for models that (a) produced MISR simulator output for the AMIP run and (b) ran the SSP5-8.5 simulation (regardless of whether or not the MISR simulator output was produced) under the assumption that high cloud CTH will rise with a fixed temperature distribution. As shown in Section 4 the change in MISR simulated WCTH in the CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR is reasonably well approximated by a FAT-like increase in CTH (at least out to 2040). In addition to CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR, the models examined in this section are MRI-ESM2-0, CanESM5, CNRM-CM6-1, CNRM-ESM2-1, and BCC-CSM2-MR. The synthetic WCTH time series are created following the approach described in Section 4, except instead of calculating the WCTT based on the historical period (as was described in Section 4), the WCTT is calculated using the AMIP run from 2001 to 2015. Then the temperature profile from the historical and SSP5-8.5 fully coupled model simulations are used to calculate the height at which the AMIP WCTT occurs in the historical and SSP5-8.5 simulations from 2001 to 2100; and the same TOE analysis used in Section 3 is applied to the AMIP synthetic WCTH projections (including the scaling of the variability to match the MISR observed WCTH variability).

In Figure 8, the left panels show the average rate of increase of each AMIP WCTH projection from 2001 to 2045, and the right panels show the estimated TOE (based on both the slope and Δmean statistics showing positive change in CTH with 95% confidence). The rate of increase and TOE are plotted against the ECS (top panels), Transient Climate Response (TCR, middle panels), and global mean surface temperature anomaly (bottom panel, calculated as the difference between the 2035–2050 average and the 2001–2015 average) for each model. The average ECS and TCR from the full CMIP6 ensemble is 3.7 and 2.0 K, with standard deviations of 1.1 and 0.4 K respectively (Meehl et al., 2020). Data from all five latitude bands are plotted together and denoted by the different symbols (legend shown in top left panel), and each model corresponds to a different symbol color with the model name and values labeled along the horizontal axis of each panel.

The results shown in the left panels of Figure 8 indicate that in almost all seven of the models and by all three metrics, the average rate of increase in CTH (which in this analysis is synonymous with the rate of temperature increase in the upper troposphere) is fastest in the tropics and slowest in the SH midlatitudes. However as noted earlier, the amount of variance in CTH differs appreciably with latitude and the fast change in the tropics does not always lead to the earliest TOE. In fact, most models show the earliest TOE occurs for the SH midlatitudes with considerable variability regarding which latitude zone will have the latest TOE.

As regards the relationship between warming rate and TOE, the CanESM5 model has the strongest warming by all three metrics and the earliest TOE; while the MRI-ESM2-0 and BCC-CSM2-MR models that have the lowest ECS and TCR values, also have some of the latest TOE. Overall, we can conclude that while there is a clear tendency for the models with faster warming to have larger trends in CTH (left panels), this does not necessarily lead to earlier TOE (right panels), and there does not appear to be a clear relationship between ECS, TCR or global mean surface temperature anomaly with TOE. Nonetheless these results suggest that the TOE estimates presented in Section 3 could occur by as much as 5 years later (roughly 2030), given the model spread.

As a reminder, we stress that the results in Figure 8 are for the FAT-like increase which is faster than the true change in CTH, and the TOE shown here is expected to be earlier than the true TOE would be (because true CTH is expected to increase more slowly than FAT following the PHAT hypothesis and Figure 7) and these results may not capture regional differences accurately (since latitudinal deviations from FAT are possible if not likely). Rather the point of this analysis is only to investigate the spread in TOE values one might get from a larger ensemble of models and to investigate the potential for delay in TOE that we might expect from models that warm more slowly than CESM2 and IPSL.
Figure 8.
6. Discussion and Conclusions

In a warming climate, the FAT and related PHAT hypotheses predict that the altitude or height of anvil detrainment and high-altitude clouds will increase following the height of a nearly constant temperature level, which creates a positive climate feedback. Climate models (nearly without exception) predict an increase in high cloud altitude, but the rate of increase varies between models. The satellite record to date provides little evidence of a global increase, which is unsurprising because of the small magnitude of the change relative to internal variability. In this study, we use output from several CMIP6 models to determine when measurements by the NASA MISR instrument (which determines cloud-top-height using a stereo-imaging technique) might be expected to detect an upward trend in high cloud altitude over ocean. The model simulations employ a MISR simulator which produces histograms of cloud-top-height and optical depth consistent with those obtained from the MISR instrument, and a scheme was developed to calculate a weighted cloud-top-height (WCTH) metric for high clouds based on the histogram data. This metric, in combination with Δmean and slope statistics, and bootstrap resampling is used to determine a Time of Emergence (TOE) for the detection of change in WCTH with 95% confidence (in both statistics). The models were found to often underestimate variability in the MISR observation over the time period of the current observational record, and the model variability was scaled to match that found in the MISR data over the current observational record in the analysis.

The TOE analysis is performed using two CMIP6 models: CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR, both of which generated MISR simulator output while running the ScenarioMIP SSP5-8.5 experiment. Both models predict that MISR will be capable of observing a trend in CTH sometime in the next 5 years (by 2024) in tropical, subtropical, and mid-latitude zonal means of both hemispheres, and the models predict that in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) MISR should already have been capable of detecting trend in CTH. In fact, the MISR observations do show an increase (a positive trend) in the zonal mean WCTH in the SH midlatitudes (40°–60° S) and a nearly significant change (just below the 95% level of confidence) for the SH subtropics. However, it is not clear that the observed SH trend is due to climate change rather than due to variations with ENSO and the Southern Annular Mode (SAM). Geiss and Marchand (2019) have shown that regional-scale variation in cloud amounts in the MISR CTH-OD histograms in the SH midlatitudes are dominated by variations that are strongly correlated with ENSO and SAM. Arguably, trends need to be confirmed in the Northern Hemisphere to firmly establish a global change in CTH is occurring.

The analysis of global mean WCTH shows that for both models global TOE occurs earlier for the global average than for the NH midlatitudes, and later or the same as the TOE for the SH. It is worth noting that the average is weighted by the ocean area, and this method inherently places greater weight on the Southern Hemisphere than the Northern Hemisphere. For this reason, it is important to be cautious with the interpretation of the global results. CESM2 predicts that MISR should already be capable of detecting a global trend. This may be due to the greater weight placed on the Southern Hemisphere in the global averaging, but in general, both CESM2 and IPSL simulate a stronger increase in WCTH in the NH than has been observed. For example, in Figure 3 one can see that the slope statistic for the MISR observations (black dot) does not fall inside the 95% confidence limits given by the models for the change in WCTH in the NH midlatitudes, even when the variance scaling is applied. The same is true in the NH subtropics in Figure 5 for both the slope and the Δmean statistics. We speculate that CESM2 and IPSL have a rise in CTH in the NH that is too strong – though to be clear there remains considerable uncertainty in the observational estimated trend statistics and further observations are required to confidently reject the possibility that the apparent difference to date is not a result of internal variability.

The earlier detection in the SH is a result of the lower internal variability in the zonal mean WCTH in the SH. If anything, the models suggest that the upward trend in WCTH will be smaller in the SH than the NH (see left panels of Figure 8). The MISR observations and this analysis are restricted to ocean, and the lower variability over SH ocean is largely, but not entirely, due to the fact that there is more ocean (and hence more sampling in the zonal mean) in the southern hemisphere. We conducted several experiments where we selected a portion of the SH midlatitudes (40°–60° S) which was equal in area to the NH midlatitudes. As one might expect this increased

**Figure 8.** Rate of change of AMIP WCTH is plotted against the Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS), Transient Climate Response (TCR), and temperature anomaly in the left panels. All five latitude bands considered are plotted together, but the latitude bands are marked by different shapes, and the models are each different colors. The ECS, TCR, and global mean temperature anomaly are in parentheses next to the corresponding model name. The right panels show the results of the time of emergence calculation plotted against ECS, TCR, and Temperature anomaly. In the top row, where ECS corresponds to the horizontal axis, both CNRM-CM6-1 and CNRM-ESM2-1 have the same ECS so it is simply labeled as CNRM.
variability and delayed the detection time, but the time remained slightly earlier for the SH than the NH. Fundamentally, the increase in CTH is larger (in both models) in the NH but so is variability. IPSL seems to capture the hemispheric asymmetry of WCTH variability reasonably well, in that it has greater WCTH variance in the NH than SH (though we stress that it underestimates variability). CESM2 does not appear to capture the hemispheric differences in the WCTH. In general, the models do not capture well the variability in WCTH observed by MISR, and therefore the model output was scaled to match the observed variability in the TOE analysis.

As noted in the introduction, T19 found that trend detection in CTH measured by CloudSat occurs first in the subtropics or lower-midlatitudes (latitudes between 20° to 60°) of both hemispheres, with slightly earlier detection times for northern hemisphere. This differs from the results presented here in that we find the trend detection occurs earlier in the SH than in the NH. As discussed in the preceding paragraph, this is largely due our need to restrict the analysis to oceans, which T19 did not need to do using CloudSat observations (as the radar high cloud detection has little sensitivity to surface conditions). Regarding the detection time, we note that T19 did not apply any variance adjustment in the results presented in their primary manuscript (and rely directly on the model simulated variance). They did this because the relatively short CloudSat data record made it difficult to quantify the observational variance with sufficient accuracy. However, in their Supporting Information (Figures S15 and S16) they do present results based on the observed CloudSat variability and find this delayed detection by as much as 5 years, which is broadly consistent with what we find here when relying on the model variance. This suggest that the CloudSat detection times presented by T19 in the main manuscript (and starting in the mid to late 2020s) are probably somewhat optimistic. We note the CloudSat record begins in June of 2006 (6.5 years later than MISR), and overall it appears that CloudSat and MISR require a data record length of about 20 years for CTH trend detection in the SH (between 20° and 60°), in spite of differences in the measurement techniques (based on W-band radar reflectivity vs. optical-stereo). In the NH (at least at mid latitudes), CloudSat would obtain a detection with a similar 20 year record while MISR will take longer (about 25 years) because of the greater amount of land limiting the MISR data, though in principal the MISR observations could be processed to produce a CTH and OD over (snow-free) land - where one expects that MISR data would be of good quality for clouds with optical depths greater than 3 (where issues related to surface albedo are reduced). In the tropics, on the other hand, detection remains significantly later in the tropics in T19 (with cloud radar) due to higher internal variability in radar reflectivity profiles. C18, on the other hand, suggest that a CALIPSO-like lidar record would need to be 25–26 years long in the tropics, and 29 years long in the Southern Ocean to detect a trend to 90% confidence. While there are differences in TOE detection techniques and the climate models used (between C18 and this study), as well as SST pattern differences (between AMIP and coupled runs), we speculate that the longer detection times in C18 are primarily a result of their analysis assumptions. Specifically, the C14 and C18 analysis is based on a linear interpolation between AMIP and AMIP +4K simulations, and it is assumed that a 4 K temperature increase would take ~100 years. The SSP5-8.5 simulation used here has substantially more warming than 4 K for nearly all models, with most models having more than 6 K of warming and some reaching as much as 7 K of warming by the end of the century (Tebaldi et al., 2020).

The differences between our results using the SSP5-8.5 simulation and the C14 and C18 analysis highlight the importance of emissions and warming pathways when forecasting climate trends. SSP5-8.5 is the highest warming emission pathway of the suite of simulations designed for CMIP6 (O’Neill et al., 2016). Hence, one expects that if there is sufficient mitigation policy MISR TOE could be delayed. In general, CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR are both rapidly warming models with high ECS and TCR in CMIP6 (Meehl et al., 2020), meaning the amount of surface warming for a doubling of CO₂ in the atmosphere is relatively large, and happens quickly compared with other models. It is logical to expect that models with lower ECS and TCR would have a later TOE. Based on analysis of feedback processes, the historical record, and the paleoclimate record Sherwood et al. (2020) estimate that the true ECS is likely lower than is produced by CESM2 and IPSL-CM6A-LR.

To investigate the model dependence of TOE, we created synthetic MISR WCTH time series combining MISR output from AMIP simulations, with temperature data from SSP5-8.5 simulations (from models that performed the SSP5-8.5 experiment, but did not produce MISR output for this run) and a Fixed-Anvil-Temperature assumption. In effect, the MISR simulated cloud profile found in the AMIP run remains fixed with temperature and shifts up to maintain the same mean temperature in the SSP5-8.5 simulation. The synthetic WCTH projections showed that, as expected, models that experience more warming also tend to have faster rising cloud tops. However this does not consistently lead to an earlier TOE. Rather, between the slower rate of increase in CTH in
slower-warming models, and the spread in TOE between models with similar rates of warming, it is possible that a MISR detection of any trends in the Tropics or Northern Hemisphere CTH could be as much as 5 years further out than suggested by the analysis in Section 3.

A major assumption in the present work is that biases in the climatological base state of the models, including biases in WCTH, are not important for the assessment of trend detection. There are notable biases in the model simulated cloud occurrence histograms (which are detailed in the Supporting Information). It is noteworthy that the apparent slope in WCTH is very similar between CESM2 and IPSL, and matches well the observations in at least the southern hemisphere (see bottom panels of Figure 5), in spite of the very different biases in the two models. Nonetheless, it remains an open area of study to determine if and how much base state differences of the models might influence the climate simulations, including the CTH trends.

Unfortunately, the TERRA satellite which houses the MISR instrument is running low on fuel and as of April 2021 the satellite has begun drifting from its fixed Equator Crossing Time (ECT). Diurnal variations in CTH will eventually cause an apparent change in CTH that is significant compared to that expected from climate change (shown in Figure S4 of Supporting Information S1). When and how the orbit drifts will occur and how this will impact the ECT will have to be examined as part of future studies. Moving forward, NASA as part of the Aerosol, Cloud, Convection and Precipitation (ACC) mission, plans to include a new stereo-imaging instrument which will make significantly more accurate measurements of cloud CTH than MISR. So, while there is likely to be a gap in the data record (and orbital differences will need to be considered carefully) there is hope that a long term, stereo-imaging, and calibration insensitive, data record on high cloud CTH will continue and will be able to constrain climate models. Even a continued negative signal in the tropics and NH (meaning non-detection of a change in CTH) should provide an upper bound on the possible rate of change.

Data Availability Statement

The MISR CTH-OD data can be obtained from the NASA Langley Research Center Atmospheric Sciences Data (DOI:10.5067/TERRA/MISR/ML3MCOD.001). Additional details on obtaining observed and model simulated MISR CTH-OD datasets are given at the end of Section 2.
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